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THE FOUNDATIONS OF RADICAL
ISLAM IN NGAOUNDERE : 1835-1907

Introduction
In many BlackAfrican countries where Islam has been important, for instance in Nigeria, Niger, Guinea
or in Senegal, Islamic
Brotherhoods or Sects (Turiqa) were the forum and organ for
transmitting Islamic doctrine and virtues. Brotherhoods reflected
pluralism in Islam as they were often in competition with each
other. The Brotherhoods had their own independent administrations which wererun by persons of reputation, commanding
religious authority. This way the Brotherhoods guaranteed the
pursuance of idealism, and functioned as forum for stimulating
religious debates. They integrated individuals andprovided
checks and balances against persona1 excesses.
Under colonial rule, control of the Brotherhoods formed a
major preoccupation of the administrators. The divisions fitted
well into their scheme of divide and rule. They found it more
convenient to manage associations of Muslims than unorganised
individuals. The colonial authorities could
thus reach the population throughthe Brotherhood structures and,
in case of problems,
their leaders could reachthe colonial authorities through
credible
and committed representatives. Referring to the Mourides of
Senegal, many authors described the organisation as a state
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~n West Mrica thiswas true of existing
Brotherhoods with large following like was the case of the
Tijaniyya and Ahmadiyya because they played both political
and religions roles indiscriminately.
The history of Islam in Cameroon shows that Cameroon was
an exception to these developments. Progress of Islam through
Brotherhoods and fundamentalist demands have not been a
major feature in Cmeroon. This paper seeks to explain the
fadure of radical Islam in Cameroon by exposing a .fundamental
conflict between the search for pukty and the maintenance of
social stability h the Eamidate of Ngaoundere.
The history of Islam in Ngaoundere can be discussed under
three major phases ;the period before Ardo Njobdi’s invasion in
1835, the period of Fulbe hegemony and finally the period under
colonial rule. The period before 1835 is a background to this
study and therelore has had only a cursory consideration.

In considering the first phase that is, before 1835, the focus
is on Pardo Njobdi, founder sfNgaoundere, and on the conditions
of the Muslim csmmunity. &do Njobdi belonged to a family
which had led a fraction of Wollarbe Fulbe for over a eentury.
He and his group migrated to Ngaoundere from Turua in
Bundanng on the confluence of the rivers Deo and Faro, tributaries
of the river Benue. They were herdsmen and their entire life
centred around seekhg prosperity in their pastoral aetivities.
The _ k d oexercised leadership by vjrtue of his ability to administer the affairs of the grsup justly and led it to prosperity. As
a M m l h community Islam was a unitinng factor. But living in
the midst of predomhantly non-Muslk peoples, the Muslims
limited their practice to themselves. It is said that the reason for
Fulbe migration into the region was not to proselytise and
spread Islam to those Who were not born Muslims, but to find

1. See, for example, J. @opans,Les maraboub de l’arachide, Paris, 1980 ;
@.Coulon, Renouveau islamique et dynamique politique au SénJgal,
Bordeaux, 1983 ;D. Cruise O’Brien, The mourides ofSenegal, Political
and Economic m-uctureof an Marnic Brotherhood, Oxford, 1971.
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better conditions for pastoralism (2). Islam was therefore a Fulbe
ethnic symbol and a vector of their cultural expression. They did
not seek to convert the surrounding populations to Islam, but
they were willing to render services,sometimes of a medical and
religious character for instance, making and selling charms
(Zaya), to the non-Muslims because of the potency of Koranic
prayers. This obviously led to tolerance and syncretism among
the different religious expressions.
In retrospect, as more people became enlightened in Islam,
the period has been described by post-jihad scholars as one of
ignorance and darkness Gahiliya). This label should be understood within the background of a population which was very
much preoccupied with the supernatural and was polytheistic. It
constantly sought remedies against evil spirits and jinns, magic
and witchcraft plagues, ill-luck and fear of the unknown from
many and often contradictory sources.The religions of the nonMuslims werenot seen as in competition with or in opposition
to Islam. Under acephalous conditions,
group or village isolation
and independence was the order of the day. And since land and
othernaturalresourceswere
in abundancefor a limited
population, settlers in the same neighbourhoods easily developed
interests around kingship, fertility cults, defence and economic
exchanges. Thus, while it is true from an Islamic perspective
that the period was characterised byignorance of the Faith, the
peoples inhabiting the Adamawa plateau
were engaged in mixing
oldandnewcustomsandremodellingtheirsociological
environment.
Another peculiarity of the community was itsisolation from
important Islamic centres. Looking wider afield in Hausaland
and Borno,the Fulbe settled among people
Who at least professed
Islam. Through the visits of Sharifs, pilgrims, clerics or scholars
and traders from other Muslim lands, they remained constantly
exposed to currents of Muslim ideas.The situation of the Fulbe

2. E. Mohammadou, Fulbe Hooseere :les royaumes foulbe du plateau de
l’Adamaoua auXLX siècle, Tokyo, 1978, p. 146;M.-Z. Njeuma, Fulani
Hegemony in Yola (OldAdamawa), 1809-1902, CEPER, 1978, pp. 50ff.
For pastoral potentials see J. Domergue, (< La région de 1’Adamawa B,
Monographie camerounaise,no 22,1953, Archives nationales, Yaoundé.
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bring Islam to the region for the first time, but also their regisn
lay outside the normal trade and pilgrim routes that linked the
Sudan %Ocore Muslim centres in North
owth in orthodox Islamic sciences, hindered
to mueh inbreeding in their howledge of
ISl~~.
The steps to found the lamidate were directly linked with the
successes Uthman danFodio of Sokoto (Nigeria) had since 1804
the Hausa and Bomo mlers b
men Who swore
to him. Thus inspired, the
im
Fulbe
who
hhabited the upper Benue river regi
Uthman when he gave authority to modibbo Adama of Yola
(Nigeria) to conduet Holy War (jihad) and strengthen the
Prophet. Pt led to political andreligious revolution
lims achieved by organising political units called
order to complete the process, and in response
to Uthman’s instructions, A d a m in b r n authorised the ereation
of over forty subernirates (lamidates) including ~gaoundere8).
However, religious criteria could not be the only yardstick
for nominating persons te leadership positions in the new
construct and territorial organisation in view of the paucity of
learned men (nzodibbe)in the region. Consequently mostof the
prejihad ardo’en,as in Ngaoundere, still found themselvesat the
head of the lamidate authority systemirrespective of their understanding and commitment to achievethepurificationist
objectives of the post-jihad era. But what was significant for
Islam was that their roles changed. They assumed greater
religious responsibilities in spreading Islam as a universal
civilisation and managing the lamidate system which at the
s m e time edueated the Muslhs and prstected their evangelising
efforts.
obstacle to the Turua-Fulbe was their peculiar conservative nature. h o n g the leading Muslirnswere many successful
cattle magnates. True, the jihad had led to Muslim ascendancy,
but it meant breaking long standing friendly relations with the
3. For politicalhistory of theemirate see especially, Njeuma, Fulani
Hegemoy ;S. Abubakar, The Lamibe of Fombina ;a political History
mawa, 1809-1901, LondodZaria, 1977.
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neighbouring non-Muslim populations.It also meant supporting
a period of instability and insecurity with al1 the attendant risks
to their cattle. Thus between 1809 and 1835 opinion in the
Turua Society was Split
on the wisdom totransform their Society
into a jihad machine to conquer the Adamawa plateau. The
Fulbe knew the value of the plateau for the prosperity of pastoral
activities because for many yearsthis was their dry seasontranshumance territory. But they were also aware that the Belaka
Mbum Who ruled over these territories would not submit to
Ardo Njobdi without a fight, probably resulting in protracted
hostilities. Victory could not
be achieved by sending mercenaries
from Turuato the plateau.It required that the Fulbe first take up
residence on the plateau and, from that base, attack the Belaka
if he and his people refused to convert to Islam peacefully.

Ngaoundere and the Uthmaniyya System
About 1835 Njobdi and his followers finally settled on the
plateau as guests of the Belaka Mbum by name Koiya. With
the
help of forces from longtime established and neighbouring
lamidates of Rai Bouba andTibati they attacked Koiya when
he
refused to surrender his territory andconverttoIslam.
The
collapse ofKoiya’s resistance resulted in the founding of
Ngaoundere as a new lamidate in the emirate of Adamawa. The
lamidate of Ngaoundere prospered rapidly becausethe principal
ethnic group, the Mbum, agreed toconverttoIslamand
to
jointly carry on the jihad with the Fulbe. During the jihad many
villages were destroyed and the inhabitants enslaved and transferred to swell the population of Ngaoundere. To join the ranks of
the Muslim elite were immigrants Who came from Hausaland,
Baghirmi and Wadai to seek fortune and strengthen the Islamic
tradition. The result was that Ngaoundere grew so fast that it
superseded the earlier lamidates of Rai Bouba and Tibati in
importance.
The new lamidate system by which Ngaoundere was administered fussed both political and religious leadership in the lamdo’s
hands. Ideally at the time of their appointment, the lambbe
should already be mallams or at least reputable Muslimsbecause
leadership in jihad presupposed knowledgein Islamic principles.
But in the case of Ngaoundere the traditional concept of
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Commmity (UFWFUZ)
to improve the religious capabilities of the
leadership. Jihad was not taken as a permanent occupation. Pt
was cmied out as a public duty at the behest of the lamdo, often
te meet specieic needs, for example, pregaring to send tribute to
Yola. Further, the Sokoto mode%of govemment kept succession
in the family of the person who received the initial authority
e) to found the emirate or lamidate as the case might be.
Thus the. descendants of Njobdi eontrolled the lamidate irrespective of their leval of education in Pslm.
The effect of this system in the religious domain was that
religioms authority was circurnscribed in an essentidly bureaucratie pyrmid. The mallams were not free to innovate or create
lateral pobs of authority sutside the centralised Utbaniyya
system. O d y one schosl of thought was lagitimate in public,
that of Uthman dan Fodio whomthey claimed hadopeneel their
eyes ancl removed the yoke from their necks. The system was
rather monolithic and non-diversionq, a one party orthodoxy
of that which is appaoved by the lamdo in Ngaoundere, the
lmido in Yola and the Cdiph in Sokoto. These << constitutional D gxamaters ware si ificant in shaping the evolution of
Islamic traditions in Ngaoundere throughout the period under
review, Ht was generally felt by the mling elite that deviating
from it would lead to demagogy, a split and weakening of the
Muslim tradition.
In the politicd domain, the entire population no matter the
status and ethnic background, waintained a high sense of
obedianca and reverence to the larndo and his appointees. The
lamdo alone distributed land and confirmed ownership of land.
The lamdo9spalace (mm?),constructed in majestic architecture,
was the Me-wire of al1 operations in the lamidate. The lamdo
governed the state from here. 1%was the busiest spot. It had an
elaborate protocol which included daily or frequent visits by al1
prominent citizens. On ceremonial occasions the griots, indeed
the entire population, sang graises md reaffirmed their dlegimee
to the lamido, thus constmtly cernenting the bond between the
ruler and his subjects.
In the social sphere, the early alliance between the Fulbe and
the m u m , two principal ethnic groups in the Adamawa plateau,

t
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gave Islam a secure base.MbumandFulbe
started sharing
common values and traditions and imposed same to the rest of
the smaller groupings. Fulbeisation of the Society that is, ability
to communicatein Fulfulde and adhere
topulaku (Fulbe moeurs)
were the hurlmark of elitism. The Muslims felt free to settle
anywhereintheemiratewithoutdistinction
of ethnic
appartenance. The need for teachers of higher education led
Ngaoundere scholars to invite reputable (baban) mallams to
also come to participate in the development of Ngaoundere c4).
They animated the socio-religious life of the t o m bearing in
mind that they were in the service of the lamdo whose orders
they could not defy with impunity.

The Case ofAdama Gana
One wayof looking at history is that history constitutes the
ideas and actions ofmen Who achieved prominence in their
times and societies. Taking into account the low state of literacy
and even interest in keeping recordsof persona1activities among
the peoples of the Adamawa region, we today know little of the
biographies of individuals Who tried toshape events outside the
framework of the lamdo’s authority.Oral tradition hasbeen rich
so with biographies, perhaps,
for some spectacular events, but not
because in a starkly theocratic Society, al1 good initiatives were
considered to come from the lamdo. This situation can, if not
well handled by the modem historian, lead to
reducing history to
a mere chronicle of the rulers. However, an exceptional case
which mirrored the dynamics of the budding Islamic Society
was that of modibbo Adama Gana @).
The importance of his
career layin the degree to which
it demonstrated theall pervading
influence of the Uthmaniyya system in tailoring Islamic growth
as well as exposing the underlying currents of conflicts and
rivalry among the Muslim elite.

4. Njeuma, Fulani Hegemony, pp. 119-121.

5. C. Vicars Boyle (a colonial Resident
in Yola), (< Notes on Yola Fulani >>,
Journal of Afiican Studies, X, 1910-1911, p. 86. Information about
Adama Gana was supplemented
by oral interview with the Alkali Ibrahim
of Ngaoundere (1967).
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He flourished in the 1830’sand 1840’s. He, like msdibbo
ma, had studied in the town,Ngazzaregamu, in Borno,
re returning to his hometoavn Turua in Bundang. He was
csnvinced that the gosd health of Islam started with sound
education of the royal fminy. Thus during visits to Yola Re
csncentrated on teachin children of the royal family and acting
as adviser to modibbo ama. When Ardo Njobdi died in 9842,
modibbo A d a m app
d Adama @ana regent until Hamman
Lawan, eldest son of Njobdi became of age. This decision had
been reached by th
g-makers (fanda) sf Ngaoundere to
ensure stability sinc
a @anacombined several favourable
qualities in himself.
He demonstratedbsth spiribaland political acwen, qudities
which hpressed the mling elite in Ngasundere. He ran a popular
Kormic s&ool with students coming fiom wihin and outside
the lamidate. He exeelled in Koranic exegeses.He is remembered
more as an introvert, mystic than as a public speaker. His
greatest contribution to his ssciety was in medieine. He was
h o w n %O treat a wide range of diseases in men and cattle.
Because of this he was revered as a holy m m with special talents
(barah)by his csntempsraries. In the political sphere, he maintained dose relation with lamido Laaval of Yola, a sine qua non
for strengthening local loyalties and ensuring political stability.
eight years sf regency, itbecame obvious to the faadar
a Gawa ha8 no intentions of personally ending the
regency. His self-Confidence transcended all and he based his
refusal to abdicate on sheer eompetence and the need to keep the
jihad a religious rather than a political revolution. Nthough
there is no evidence that a m @;anaever challenged the level
of purity of Islam of his colleagues, his commitment to balance
the ethnic interest at court csuld not match Ardo Njobdi’s.
Furthermore, the faada saw in H a m a n Eawan, who had in fact
been groomed by its members to be lamdo, someone with a less
rigid and more responsive attitude to their views.
The faada ended by sending a formal request to Lawal to
confirm Hamman Lawan successor to Njobdi not because he
would be more competent in promoting Islamic purity, the
fundamental principle of the jihad, but because the faada still
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nursed Njobdi’s legend of courage and unity of the ruling elite.
When Lawal acceded to the requesthe transferred Adama Gana
to Yola in a general plan to settle prominent Muslim intellectuals
from al1 over the lamidates in Yola. Disappointed with his
removal from Ngaoundere, he nevertheless lived the rest of his
life as a distinguished person. Under Hamman Lawan, raids
against distantly located peoples were resumed with vigour by
the authorities and their successes brought in much wealth to the
ruling elite Who often invested in the ventures. Adama Gana
died around 1854. By this time the scholarstic reputation of
Ngaoundere was high to the point of attracting prominent
visitors, including pilgrims to and from West Africa.

Mahdism in the Uthmaniyya System
The inherent conflict and contradiction between the pursuit
of Islamic purity and excellence on the one hand and social
stability on theother hand during the jihad period can be further
illustrated by the failure of religious radicalism under the cloak
of Mahdism. Orthodox Muslim theology holds that there are
good and bad times for Islam as a way of life. During the period
of low ebb, Islamic principles become debased, and the
Muslims
stray from the lofty principles. The Society is thrown into darkness, confusion, and irreligious acts become commonplace.
Under such conditions, God, in His mercy, sends a redeemer
eitheras a Reformer (Mujaddid) or as messiah (Mahdi) to
restore true Islam by guiding the actions of the messengers.
In the Sokoto Caliphate of which Ngaoundere was a part,
Uthman dan Fodio foresaw a time when his followers would
loose track of their spiritual obligations and become complacent.
He therefore, while rejecting the claim that he was Mahdi, made
belief in the coming of the Mahdi a connerstone of his teaching.
Indeed the Mahdist creed and the imminence of the appearance
of the Mahdi in the Sokoto Caliphate was well-known and felt
al1 over. Ngaoundere was particularly concerned because it was
one of the rich, most eastern lamidates in the Caliphate. As a
consequence its Muslims would be among the first believers to
meet and pay homage to the Mahdiwhen he manifested himself
since as was stated, the Mahdi was to appear in the East of the
Caliphate.Duringthesecond
half of the19thcentury,
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immigrants came to as far as Ngaoundere in the hope sf an
imminent appearance of the ahdi. Prominent personalities
who visited many parts of the Caliphate preaching U t h a n ’ s
Mahdism were modibbo Nakasiri, Raji and Mo APah Yidi.
However, it was Hayatu ibn Said, great-grandson of Uthman
dan Fodio, Who decided to turn Patent Mahdist beliefs into
concrete action. When his fathes Said lost the election t s the
Sokoto Caliphate his chances to play a major pole to rekindle
Islam in the Caliphate through existing political system became
slimmer. U t h a n had listed the signs which would precede the
appearance of the Mahdi but had n een categorical about how
allegiance was to be paid to thehdi
when he manifested
himself. The questions whether new foms of leadership would
appear to prepare and lead thepopulationto the Mahdi s r
whether the Muslims would be led by the current leadership Caliph in Sokoto, Emirs and Eamibbe- were left open. Decision
on these approaches could not be dellayed and Hayatu rejected
the latter approsch since to him, the current leaders shswed less
concern for religious refoms and the idea of permanent jihad.
TRey were no longer fdfilling Uthman’s vision about the growth
of Islam in the Caliphate. He saw Uthman’sjihad as essentially
made up of two phases. The first phase was giving way to the
second under his leadership, outside the framework of the
existing administrative power centres.
SettPing in Balda nea aroua, from about 1882, he declared
the appearance of the
di in the person of the Sudanese
Mahdi, slnhmed Ahmed. He appealed directly to the Muslims
when it became obvious that he would not suceeed through the
existing bureaancratic structures. %pisaim was to reawaken the
marshal spirit among the Muslims to win more persons to Islam
and educate the masses. He won many adherents among radicalminded Mnslims coming from Hausaland and al1 oves northern
Cameroon because, as son of Uthman, it was easy to believe
him. His sincerity and emphasis on learning and practising
Islamicvirtues convinced Hayatu’s followersof the divine nature
sfhis enterprise. In him many of the little mallams saw solutions
to their frustrations and aspirations.
But Hayatu ran into difficulties with the established order.
The current leaders felt that as descendants of the elect of
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under their charge. Zubeiru, the lamido of Adamawa (18901901), led the way against Hayatu. He pitted loyalty to Hayatu
against loyalty to himself.Thetraditionalauthoritiesin
Ngaoundere could not switch camp even under pressure from
local scholars outof respect for hierarchy. Ina bloody encounter,
Hayatu won the battle of Maroua against Zubeiru’s forces but
his town was burnt to ashes @).The lesson to Hayatu was that
for him to succeedin freeing Islam from political control in the
Sokoto Caliphate, or even in northern Cameroon as a whole, he
required a profound revolution such as Uthman had made and
for this he had to
have a greater military force at his disposa1 (1’ .
This explains his alliance with Rabeh, another convinced
Mahdist, Who had just conquered Borno in 1893 and imposed
his own brand of Islam.
The alliance did not last. As Hayatu withdrew from Borno,
Rabeh’s men attacked and slayed him. Hayatu’s followers Who
survived the carnage returned to various parts of northern
Cameroon. Mahdism was reduced to shambles good only for
individual conviction. The general effect remained that many
radical Muslimslost their lives prematurely. The lesson was that
the magic of Uthman’steachings and especiallylinkage between
classical Mahdist beliefs and his jihad had failed to create a
second revolutionsuch as Uthman had foretold.Finally, revolutionary Islam could not work within the structures Uthman had
created unless the Caliph, Emirs and Lamibbewere themselves
involved and took active part.

The colonial period
Hayatu’s deathin 1896 leads us directly to the colonial phase
of Our survey. Up until now religious pluralism in Ngaoundere
had been a contested issue with some Muslims seeking to act
6. M.-Z. Njeuma, << Adamawa and Mahdism : The Career of Hayatu ibn
Sa’id in Adamawa, 1878-1989>>,JournalofAji-icanHistory, no 1,1971,
pp. 61-77.
7. Hayaturealizedtheneedofastrongcavalryforce
early. He started
investing in horses soon after he arrived Yola. See, R.-M. East, Stories
of OldAdamawa, Zaria, 1935, pp. 111-113.

hdependently of the political system while others claimed they
acted in accordance with directives from Yola and Sokoto. This
way religious radicalism split the ranks of the Believers and
threatened the absolute csrmt~olof political over reli
vities. The colonial period wrought political disaster.
lised and bulkanized the Sokoto Caliphate and eut off Yola from
many of its lamidates in a couple of years. It intrsduced new
masters (nassara) and put a definite wedge between the population and the rulers. However, the bsne of contention among
Muslinms shified fiom liberalisation of religious life to protection
of Islamic traditions from the consequences of European rule.
One can distinguish two types of resistance ; firstly, that
which was led by the Lamdo of Ngaoundere and secondlly, that
which was organised and lad byindividual Muslims insisting on
following their conscience and
persond convictions. Rom 1896,
the British and German troogs assailed the Sokoto Caliphate
from d f sides. In 1988 the British sacked the Caliphate headquarters in Sokoto and the Caliph Attahiru, died a fugitive as he
fled to the East @).
In 1961, a similar operation removed Zubeiru
from Yola to northern Camerom where, despite massive support
from the Eamibbe, he died near Mubi. On their partthe Germans
attacked from the south beginning 6 t h Lamdo Tibati in 1899.
The fa11 of Tibati opened the way t s Ngaoundere and Garoua.
The h m d o of Ngaoundere was Mohamadu Abbo (18871961), grandson sf &do Njobdi. On August 26th 1961, he and
a large force, mounted to resist German take-over, were
amihilated (9). C o n t r q to the advise of the 11~mrmdo'counsdlors,
s
the Germans appointed
ai to replace Eamdo
Abbo and, from then, German sule became a reality in
Ngaoundere. Abbo's death removeel an important element in the

8. Lamido Zubeim of Yola was one of the leaders Caliph Attachim was

cllosely in touch with and shared the resolve
to fight the 4< Christian
infidels >> to thebitter end. See Zubeiru to Amir Amir al-muminin,letter
n" 112, in H.-F. Backwell, The OccupationHaasaland 6988-1904,Lagos,
1927.
9. For a detailed aceounta h o s t based on a corpus of German sources, see
A.-P. Temgoua, N L'hBg6monie allemande au Nord-Cameroun de1890 B
1916 B, Doctorat de 3e cycle thesis, University of Yaounde, 1990.
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opposition to German authority because it meant the Germans
could now handle the population as they pleased in the absence
of a credible head. As observed earlier, by the constitution of the
Lamidate system, the Lamdo was the symbol of the unity of the
Lamidate and he alone could rallythe population together in the
face of generalised threat.
However the Germans still had to reckon with the revolutionary << purists B among the Muslim population. They were
virtually leaderless since the collapse of Hayatu and, following
thatfurtherconsolidation
of conservatismundertheold
Lamidate system. Since nature does not permit a vacuum, the
new champion to whom the Muslim radicals aggregated to was
Malum Muhammadu alwadawiyu,popularly known as Goni
Wadai.
Originally a Shoa Arab from Wadai, he was well known in
Garoua, Yola and Banyo where he had spent time after he
returned from a pilgrimage toMecca. He finally settled in
Ngaoundere during the reign of Lamdo Abbo. He gained fame
through the popularity of a postprimary school he opened for
educating adults. Despite these strong credentials for leadership,
he stayed outside the establishment though there
was no evidence
that he was critical of the stahss quo. His faith in his course was
strengthened by the fact that he had seen every stage of the
destruction of Muslim power in Ngaoundere bythe Germans the resistance and slaughter of lamdo Abbo, the nominations
and rapid dismissals by the Germans of lambbe Mai (19011903) andDalil (1903-1904), thecurrentoccupation
of
Ngaoundere by << Christian forces D and the imposition of Laws
that did not have their foundation in the sacred Books of Islam.
Why did Goni Wadaithink he wouldsucceed to dysfunction
colonial rulewhere others before him had failed
? As a creditable
and knowledgeableleader his perceptionof the problems facing
the Ngaoundere Society expressedthe anxiety andfrustrations of
al1 Muslims. Like many cultured andintelligent Muslims of his
time, he could notunderstand the goals of the Europeans if they
were not todestroy Islam. Their numbers were too small to seize
and maintain political power in the Lamidate. They lacked the
resourcesto rule without the connivance of the Muslim
population. He was convinced that if the Muslim population,
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cannot take roof, Pet alone, grow in Ngaoundere. He likened
Geman invasion to Fulbe raids in distant territories, which at
best pemitted Fulbe victories over poorlydefended peoples, but
excluded the setting up a viable government. In effect he
preached civil disobedienee and preparedness for further armed
csnflicts against Geman occupation. His weahess was not one
of having little support, but one of a structural organkation
capable of rapid and massive mobilisation of his followers to a
target.
dai could be discouraged by widespreadfear which
ality had created al1 over northern Cameroon. Not
even the recent news of
ression of a similar
movementhis,
to
led by
oua (no),a town that
was seething with mahdist activities and hatred for the Germans,
couPd dissuade h h . His final strategy was to raise hhself
above existing territorial organisations and appeal to
directly as indeed Hayatu had done ove1 a decade ago when he
declared himself the Mahdist's representative to al1 the M u s l h s
in the Sokoto Caliphate. He started preaching Mahdism and
demonstrating the contradictions in trying to maintain Muslim
traditions, the heritage of their forefathers, under a usurping
Christian infidel govemment. He urged the
and drive out the usurpers from the land of t
to confirm the authenticity of his position he recallied the centrai
rsle of the Prsphet and ran in ordering their lives, the history
of the Caliphate and the Eamidate and hoped that the heroic
daeds sf their ancestors should serve as model for them t s face
those who were destroying the fabric of their society. It wasnot
al1 theory becauuse the people were living the experiences of the
humiliations and devastation of Berman rule and could judge
for themselves.
Goni Wadaiwas shply repeating history in many ways. He
was full of messianic optimism. He gambled on the faet that
once he routed the enemies out of Garoua, this would spark off
a chah reaction as Uthman's attack on Sarkin Gobir had
produced for the defeat of the Hausa chiefs exactly a century
10. Temgoua, << L'h6gLSmonie allemande P, p. 297.
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ago. For this to success he had to have dedicated leaders spread
al1 over the territory ready to fight once he gave the signal in
Garoua. But GoniWadai could not afford divide
to
his resources.
Just as he concentrated on Garoua,so did the Germans, and the
clash that ensued was disastrous for the Mahdists.
Their massacre comingso soon after the killings occasioned
by Hayatu’sMahdism, the FrenchWar againstRabeh, the
German and British invasions of Yola and the entire northern
Cameroonfrom Tibati in the South to Mora in the north,
destroyed feelings towards radicalism and
the population became
disenchanted and lost zeal for the search for Islamic purity.
After these experiences the colonial policy aimed at prevention
rather than suppression of what they termed insurrections.The
Germans and, later on, the Frenchauthorities saw that the crave
for purist ideals was directly related to high achievement in
Islam either through accomplishingthe hajj or through influence
of scholars inside and outsidethe lamidate. Controls were thereof itinerant
fore instituted to check the movements and influences
scholars in the Lamidate and those Who left for the hajj @).
Thus after 1907 a new era of collaboration was bom, based
on mutual willingness to share power betweenthe lamdo andthe
Germanauthorities. The personality of Lamdo Issa Maigari
(1904-1922)was largely responsible for the recorded successes.
As a great pedagogue he led his people to accommodate and
reconcile with German rule, to manage the transition between
German and French rule, beginning with the outbreak of the
First World War.The supremacy of the Christian infidels became
a living reality, perhaps not tobe questioned but to be,as far as
possible, manipulated to Save whatever was possible for Islam.
Islam definitely moved to the defensive and has remained so
since then. Radicalism and the pursuit of purist goals publicly
and collectively came to an endas colonial actions denuded the
courage of the older generations and cut off the resources that
could sustain mass action against colonial rule by the younger
generations.

11. Ibid., p. 316.

